EIGHT MISTAKES IN
PERSONALIZATION

INTRODUCTION
A recent article was published which began with an anecdote about a woman who purchased
a knit blanket in the shape of a mermaid tail as a gift for her youngest daughter. She browsed
the site, made the purchase, and then was haunted by retargeting of the mermaid tail and
others like it for weeks. The clear point was that company’s “personalization engine” isn’t
performing how it really should for a great and effective customer experience. This section will
identify the top mistakes companies make with personalization and how to overcome them.
In the quest for true personalization, we’ve seen many stumbling blocks, misconceptions,
and mistakes made by marketers. The following are eight of these wayward beliefs
or ideas, and most importantly how marketers can overcome them.
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LIVING AND DYING
BY PROFILES
Most marketers think they need detailed profiles
or segmentation to personalize—they don’t.
Understand Intent
Think about the clues your web visitors send
out as they click through your site:
• Terms do they use to search
• items they engage with,
• Their click path
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Now how you can leverage this information
if you don’t yet know the visitor? Pick up
user clues from each new session.
We call these contextual clues because they tell you
what the visitor is trying to do—and they’re available
to you whether or not you know the name, address,
and shoe size, etc. Once you’ve identified clues about
the shopper’s current intent, adding in any profile
data available can be quite valuable. But using profile
data alone you run the risk of alienating shoppers by
treating them as if they are only living in the past.
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BUILDING YOUR
PERSONALIZATION
STRATEGY ON
RULES ALONE
Many personalization tools are just digital rules engines.
Rules like “If a shopper does this, then offer that”.
Personalization rules on there own don’t work—here’s why:

The best thing to do is take a machine learning system
and ask it to optimize for the KPI you care most
about and let it run. Not all organizations are ready
to trust machine learning alone, so merchandising
rules should be available for special exceptions, like:
• promotions
• blocking licensed content from some territories

• They’re labor and expert-intensive.
• arget visitors based on explicit profile data.
• They go out of date quickly.
• Too many rule stacks to manage
• More rules create more rule conflicts

Rules alone will seldom deliver the results that a
math-based machine learning system can provide.

• Benefits of rule-based personalization
diminish greatly over time.
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OVER ORCHESTRATING

Many eCommerce executives think personalization
is a massive undetaking requiring:
• Intensive IT implementation,
• An overhaul of people and processes,

Today’s Cloud-based solutions, personalization can be
deployed quickly without too much support from IT.
New simple and intuitive user interfaces allow your
merchandising teams to be productive immediately
and be able to deliver measurable ROI within 90 days.

• A new eCommerce platform.
Personalization doesn’t have to be as
painful and intensive as all that.

The Power of Data.
The best guide for accurate personalization
is the thousands of data points collected
from shoppers that have already visited your
site. Machine learning systems ask:
• What did like-minded shoppers do?
• What was their intent?
• What products or content helped
them to fulfill their need?
This data is directly absorbed into the models
and algorithms of a big data platform to predict
and deliver relevant personalization.
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THINKING EVERYONE
IS SPECIAL

Many confuse personalization with treating each
shopper uniquely, but people are more alike than
we think. Our behavioral patterns make us unique.
Aggregating shopper pattern data allows the delivery
of a personalized interaction that feels genuine.

These insights accurately predict visitor behavior
and offer an experience that feels personalized
from the first to last click. Tracking these activities
offers priceless intent clues—as long as you
can detect and act on them in real time.

Patterning is so much more than tracking clicks. The
sweet spot for understanding intent is to focus in on
what people are really engaging with. If you want to know
what your customers are really looking for, you need
to pay attnetion to the patterns of their enagaement:

Responding to micro-behaviors while the session is
still active is where the real benefit of personalization
comes from. Waiting for a purchase so you can
adapt the next visit is too little, too late. Using
predictive modeling, personalization capitalizes on
real shopper engagement patterns to immediately
deliver content or products tailored for that shopper.

• Page views
• Dwell times
• Mouse movements
• Scrolls
• Video views
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MISUSING YOUR
EXPERTS

Using your experts to analyze thousands of web
sessions, slice and dice the data, generate insight and
create rules to capture that insight, will prevent you from
being as responsive or as profitable as you should be.
How will you understand what your customer needs
today if you are only looking at what they wanted
last week? It’s time to get over the ‘insight lag’ that
plagues so many digital commerce initiatives.
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Be here now.
Instead of getting experts to analyze spreadsheets and
look for patterns, the system should harvest insights
from all the micro-behaviors taking place on your site
in real-time. This will determine intent and deliver
the best content for each customer as they shop.
Your personalization solution should dynamically
monitor the results and automatically improve over time.
There’s too much data for humans to track, so let the
machine learning and big data systems do the tracking.
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FORGETTING THE
POWER OF SEARCH

Search is one of the most powerful intent signals any
user can transmit both as they navigate to your site,
and while on your site. The search terms shoppers use
should be a primary driver of the content they see—
whether it’s natural search or pay-per-click. To ignore
it and serve up generic content is an opportunity lost.
Augmenting your basic on-site search allow marketers
to understand product affinities better and improve
overall site navigation. Onsite search should help
you to make a logical pairing between shopper
vocabulary and your product descriptions.
Find-ability is a critical element of a great customer
experience—whether on the web or on your site.
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Valuable Insight:
Analyzing your on-site search activity is a powerful
guide for SEO and search marketing. Understanding
how people search on your site will help you:
• Identify new keywords
• Improve paid search reach
• Boost natural search performance
• Help shoppers find what they are looking for
According to Forrester Research, Inc., a strong
homepage with key features like clear product
categories and helpful on-site search are essential
to ensuring that customers who land on any given
page can find exactly what they are looking for.9
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THINKING OF
PERSONALIZATION
AS AN ACCESSORY

If conversion is important to you (and revenue,
and engagement, and CTRs) then personalization
should be at the top of your list.
As eCommerce growth continues to surge,
great companies are investing in initiatives that
improve the customer experience like:

Relevant, engaging content keeps your shopper on
your site longer. When the content meets the needs
of that shopper, they get a feeling of satisfaction.
Thoughts like “I found it!” and “I solved my problem!”
go through their mind and at the end, they have you
to thank. Take this powerful psychology and marry it
with a really well designed product page and you have
the beginning of a lifetime customer relationship.

• Better product detail pages
• Better personalization.
• Improved layout
• Better photography,
• More compelling product and
content recommendations
Remember, the product detail page is
where conversions happen.
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The combination works so well, that savvy
eCommerce execs deploy personalization as broadly
as possible across all of shopper touch points.
Personalization is now so ingrained and expected
by shoppers that it is a modern day necessity.

One retailer increased engagement
rates 62% when they added
recommendations to product detail
pages10
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LIMITING
PERSONALIZATION
ON YOUR SITE

Your website is where shoppers from all parts
of the globe and all walks of life can find
you. Treat them like the loyal customers you
hope they become from minute one.
Great retailers know that there is a lot of
psychology involved in effective marketing.

The best personalization strategies use what you
learn from your shoppers to make personalized
recommendations. Visitors on your site should find
relevant products and content with every interaction.
• Product detail pages
• Category pages

• Creating an affinity toward your brand

• Cart pages

• Making the relationship personal

• The home page

• Capitalizing on shopper impulse—these
are time-tested tricks of the trade.

• Landing pages
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Shoppers see you as a single brand regardless
of how or where they find you. Be sure your
personalization approach covers all of the
bases—mobile, email, and website.
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CONCLUSION
We’ve seen that web personalization can strap
a rocket to your conversion rates, keep buyers
coming back for more, and drive improvements in
all other channels. But only if you do it right.
If we only leave you with one thought, it should
be this: serving customers’ immediate needs
always pays dividends. Today’s eCommerce
marketplace demands that you identify customer
intent fast, deliver a satisfying experience to
your shopper, and respond more effectively.

“

The ability of this solution to intelligently
introduce our customers to relevant products
across our ever growing assortment made
Kibo a superb choice to augment our internal
expert recommendations.

”
David Markle, Director of Site Experience, Hayneedle.com

If you would like to learn more about personalization
and Kibo’s Real-Time Individualization
SolutionTM visit kibocommerce.com
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ABOUT KIBO

ECOMMERCE

ORDER MANAGEMENT

MOBILE POINT OF
COMMERCE

REAL-TIME
PERSONALIZATION

Kibo empowers retailers and branded manufacturers to achieve optimal
performance of B2C and B2B commerce through unified consumer experiences.
With over 40 years of innovations, Kibo provides a complete omnichannel commerce
platform delivered with the lowest total cost of ownership and the fastest time
to market. By leveraging cloud technologies, individualized buying experiences,
and true enterprise scale, Kibo enables you to reach higher peaks of sales and
consumer loyalty. No matter the challenge, Kibo powers your success.

To find out more about Kibo, call 877-350-3866
or visit our website at www.kibocommerce.com
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